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L2 Consulting Services Inc. Announces Executive Promotions
Dripping Springs, Texas – October 09, 2018 – A recognized leader in avionics integrations and
installations, L2 Aviation announces new executive team promotions designed to strengthen
high-value objectives for the organization.

Kevin Paul has been promoted to Vice President, Engineering Value Stream from manager of the
Program Management department. Kevin has led many of L2’s most complex and successful
programs. During his time at L2, Kevin has proven his abilities by employing a detail-oriented
management approach while maintaining a focus on L2’s broader goals, expectations, and
financial parameters.

In conjunction with Kevin’s promotion, long-time team member Dean Rudolph has been
promoted to Executive Vice President. Rudolph previously held the Vice President, Operations
title. In this new role, he will be responsible for implementing company-wide initiatives to ensure
the successful fulfillment of rapidly growing business opportunities; including, massively
increasing the Remote Avionics Modification Services (RAMS) division to satisfy customer
demand. Additionally, the entire Certification Team will now report directly to Dean, and he will
spearhead the expansion of a full-featured certification department, offering L2 customers
additional key services and products.

“Both Dean and Kevin are exceptionally talented individuals. Their dedication to excellence along
with all of the hard-work they have displayed has made it very easy to be to promote them to
these central and strategic roles at L2,” said Mark Lebovitz, L2 President. “With Dean’s visionary
approach and Kevin superb execution abilities, all of our goals and initiatives will surely be
achieved with great success.”

The promotions of both Dean and Kevin directly support L2’s overall strategic corporate and
financial goals.

About L2
L2 Consulting Services, Inc. (www.L2aviation.com) provides avionics engineering, integration and
installation services (FAA CRS L2ZR265X) for the global air transport industry. Since 1997, the company
has been performing integration of digital avionics systems into analog and digital aircraft. Additionally,
L2 offers full installation and support capabilities. L2 specializes in Satcom, EFB, e-Enabled, Flat Panels,
ACARS/DataLink, RAAS, TAWS, Terminal and Cabin Wireless, Flight Data and FMS among other avionics
systems.
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